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Cleis Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Baby Got Back: Anal Erotica, Rachel Kramer Bussel, Baby Got
Back is a stimulating set of page-turning stories of anal fun.
Rachel Kramer Bussel has edited some of the bestselling
erotica books in the business and this is her first book devoted
to all manner of backdoor pleasures. These daring and, dare
we say, cheeky sex stories have a lot of variety. plenty of
excitement and offer much erotic inspiration. Whether you love
anal sex or have never tried it, Baby Got Back, edited by
award-winning author and editor Rachel Kramer Bussel, offers
a peek at what happens when men and women check their
inhibitions at the door. You'll find bend over boyfriends, butt
plugs, "A Taste of Jamaica" and "Body Heat." In "Rectified,"
when Lela gets bored with every sex position out there, Brad
arrives to teach her about one she learns is everything she'd
hoped for and more. In "Delivery," Lynn takes a break from a
Vegas bachelorette party so Wesley can show her a very good
time. Whether exploring a new side of backdoor pleasure or
affirming their passion for this sometimes taboo activity, the
characters in this book...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Rocky Da ch-- Rocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t Rippin-- Gilber t Rippin
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